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Multi FTY
Tool tester
Automatic inline test of power tools directly during 
production.

Fe
atu

res

- Torque accuracy: 0.5% of the read value
- Angle accuracy : +/-1° per 360°
- Torque range : 10 to 100% of the brake capacity
- Joint simulation range: 15° to 360°
- Speed acceptable for brake: up to 2 000 rpm
- Statistic analysis
- Real test of actual assembly tool parametrization
including monitoring variables possible because of
accurate joint simulation – Your straight way to prove
and document save assembly
- Tool test without disassembly of the tool or any effort
to get into the assembly line like the marriage station
- Power supply : +24 V internal battery, recharging on
the parking station

Hydraulic brake technology
Torque / angle simulation of the real joint, to test the 
power tool in the same condition of the real tightening.

Brakes can work in parallel to test more tools at the 
same time

  Simultaneously testing of power tools "joint based"  
 according to VDI/VDE 2645-2           

  Customizable design and number of brakes 
  Several tests per shift with almost no effort
  Increase Productivity reducing test time     
  Significant reduction of time and resources 





 Same dimension of the original car 
frame 

  Master bench with monitor

  Customizable number 
 and capacity of brakes 

Machine capability Cm / Cmk
X, R charts  

 SQnet+ or QStorque 
MultiFTY can work with the SCS Concept production line 
quality management  software SQnet+, or QSTorque.

Results and report 

Multi FTY

 Autonomous and full automatic 
testing power tools (Industry 4.0)

 PATENT PENDING

Multi FTY goes along the production line as a regular production items. When 
it reaches the station, it performs the tool testing and then returns to the 
parking stations. Test results and reports are created and exported to the 
quality control system.

Example of Multi FTY with 7 brakes up to 1 000 N·m




